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   Setthasiri Onnut-Srinakarindra - New Designer Home
with4 Bedrooms and 284 Sqm.  

  Information de l’agent
Nom: Patrick Lusted
Nom de
compagnie:

Siam Real Estate

Pays: Thaïlande
Experience
since:

2003

Type de
service:

Selling a Property

Specialties:
Property Type: Apartments, Houses
Téléphone: +66 (76) 383-646
Languages: English, Thai
Site web:

Détails de l’annonce
Propriété à: Vendre
Prix: USD 19,800,000

  Location
Pays: Thaïlande
Adresse: On Nut
Soumis: 07/07/2024
Description:
Ref: BKHS10262

Brand New Designer Home. Setthasiri Onnut-Srinakarin

Usage area - 284 Sqm.

Comprising of 4 Bedrooms, 4 Bathrooms, 1 Living Room, 2 Leisure Rooms, Dining Area, Thai Kitchen,
Pantry, 2 Parking Spaces, 1 Maida€™s Room with Bathroom

PROJECT CONCEPT:
Inspired by its location, a central component of the modern lifestyles of the new generation, a convenient
new home awaits
at the epicentre of popular thoroughfares. The interior of the development has been designed to continue
the experience of
connectivity, unifying the architecture, landscape and interior design, with the use of minimalist vertical
lines and
juxtaposition with the feeling of being truly close to nature. The a€œSee Through Naturea€� aspect of
the a€œModern Continuitya€�
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creative concept is reflected by every element of the buildinga€™s design for a fully satisfying
experience.

FACILITIES:
The Fullest Facilities - Enjoy your leisure time with a clubhouse furnished with the utmost conveniences,
from a swimming pool that gives you the sensation of floating while relaxing in its a€œSunken Seata€�
to the adjacent a€œMain Parka€� and its breezy ambiance that can be fully utilised for countless
activities without disturbing the fun of others. All this and more are encompassed within a fully secure
environment that will keep you feeling safe 24 hours a day.

- Bedrooms
- Bathrooms
Tenanted: Oui

  Commun
Chambres: 4
Salle de bains: 4
Pied carré fini: 284 m²
Dimesions du lot: 400 m²

  Lease terms
Date Available:

  Contact information
IMLIX ID: IX5.889.966
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